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Arguably the hoariest of historical clichés is to proclaim a once famed figure as now 
forgotten, and hence in need of revival. Such has even been asserted of John Monash. 
Graham Berry, premier of colonial Victoria, is a truer example. He even missed 
out on a street name in Canberra’s suburban Wanniassa and Calwell, despite their 
nomenclative theme being Victorian politicians. Hal Colebatch’s 2014 biography of 
Dick Hamer, the best biography so far of a Victorian premier, is now followed by 
this fine study of Berry by Sean Scalmer.

Scalmer’s choice of subtitle amounts to a bold claim for his subject. Geoffrey Serle, 
foremost historian of nineteenth-century Victoria, in his 1971 The Rush to be Rich 
proclaimed Berry as ‘idolized by the masses and hated more by the upper classes than 
any radical in Victorian history’.1 So why did his name fade? According to Scalmer, 
as a ‘radical outsider’ cum ‘liberal reformer’ (p. xiv), Berry fits neither into today’s 
conservative nor Labor pantheons. More broadly, the ‘apparent bloodlessness’ of 
Australian political formation works against ‘heroic myth’ (p.  x). Nor did Berry 
produce memoirs or leave many personal papers.

The fluidity of early colonial politics makes Berry and his milieu a rich yet 
disconcertingly imprecise field for historians. Manning Clark described him in 
typical style; ‘an enigma, a man with a public face who was careful not to let anyone 
see what went on at those moments in life when he wore his private face’.2 Scalmer 
matches this by making ‘no claim to have captured the whole man’ (p. xiii), but 
judges his subject’s conduct as ‘an unstable mixture of inconstancy and principle’ 
(p.  xiii), hardly surprisingly for a career politician. Instead, he gratifyingly seeks 
to ‘connect biography and history’ (p. xi), and to this end provides an expansive 
statement of intent. Scalmer sees Berry as ‘the most important and influential 
reformer of a dauntless reforming age’, and ‘a founding figure in Australia’s political 
tradition’ (p. xi). In emphasising ‘the nexus of individual and political power’, he 
takes a ‘thematic and episodic’ approach that focuses on key episodes in Berry’s 
career (p. xiv). And in seeking ‘to trace the workings of political power’ (p. xii) he 

1  Geoffrey Serle, The Rush to Be Rich: A History of the Colony of Victoria (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University 
Press, 1971), 20.
2  Manning Clark, A History of Australia, vol. IV (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 1978), 265.
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invokes the great example of Robert Caro on Lyndon Johnson, despite the relative 
paucity of sources on Berry. All this raises concern about focus, but Scalmer largely 
stays on track.

Published full-length studies of Victorian premiers are few. Others to have received 
such an accolade are Tommy Bent, Harry Lawson, Henry Bolte, John Cain senior 
and Jeff Kennett.3 Berry has however featured centrally in postgraduate theses on 
his political times, notably by Joy Parnaby in 1951 and Geoffrey Bartlett in 1964, 
along with a short monograph by the Geelong local historian Peter Mansfield.4 
As  Scalmer notes, greater biographical attention has been paid to prominent 
Victorian reformers who never held the top job, notably George Higinbotham and 
Charles Pearson. Even more strangely, premiers of Victoria have rarely been seen 
as leading national figures, as against, say, Don Dunstan, Neville Wran or Henry 
Parkes. Daniel Andrews on the response to the COVID-19 pandemic is one of the 
few exceptions.

Berry, thrice premier (August–October 1875, May 1877 – March 1880 and August 
1880 – July 1881), was not just another of the swirl of colonial premiers who came, 
went and came again. He is the only one accorded a chapter to himself in Strangio 
and Costar’s The Victorian Premiers 1856–2006.5 His second stint as premier 
continues to define him, for this was when he challenged the preparedness of the 
Legislative Council, elected on a very restrictive property-based franchise, to thwart 
the more popularly elected Legislative Assembly.

Berry’s mother was born in 1788, and her son lived to witness Federation. As a boy he 
read commendably widely, but as an adult remained noted for ‘h-dropping’. He was 
ridiculed for modest origins as a London draper, but admirers spun this as evidence 
of his being virtuously self-made. Scalmer sees training as a salesman and dabbling 
in the Metropolitan Drapers’ Association as foundations for Berry’s political skills. 
Berry arrived in Melbourne in 1852, where he set himself up as a grocer in suburban 
South Yarra. Scalmer’s digressions are usually kept within acceptable range of his 
main subject; one of the more interesting is the old Eastern Market’s role as a venue 
for public speakers with ambitions, and it was where Berry damned the Legislative 

3  Margaret Glass, Tommy Bent: Bent by Name, Bent by Nature (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 
1993); Robert S. Lawson, Sir Harry Lawson: Premier and Senator (Canterbury, Vic.: Mullaya, 1976); Peter Blazey, 
Bolte: A Political Biography (Milton, Qld: Jacaranda, 1972); Barry Muir, Bolte From Bamganie (Melbourne: Hill of 
Content, 1973); Kate White, John Cain & Victorian Labor, 1917–1957 (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1982); Tony 
Parkinson , Jeff: The Rise and Fall of a Political Phenomenon (Ringwood, Vic.: Viking, 2000).
4  J. E. Parnaby, ‘The Economic and Political Development of Victoria 1877-81’ (PhD thesis, University of 
Melbourne, 1951); G. R. Bartlett, ‘Political Organization and Society in Victoria, 1864–1883’ (PhD thesis, The 
Australian National University, 1964); Peter Mansfield, Graham Berry: Geelong’s Radical Premier (Rippleside, Vic.: 
Geelong Historical Society, 2006). 
5  Paul Strangio, ‘Broken Heads and Flaming Houses: Graham Berry, the Wild Colonial’, in The Victorian 
Premiers 1856–2006, ed. Paul Strangio and Brian Costar (Annandale, NSW: Federation Press, 2006), 51–73.
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Council. The market was conveniently close to parliament, and it appears that 
Berry encouraged the August 1860 riot that targeted parliamentary opponents of 
land reform.

It is hard to keep up with Berry’s many attempts to first win elective office. His blaming 
snobbery for repeated failure had some basis, fuelling that most destructive of 
motivators, ‘a sense of unmerited rejection’ (p. 17). Perhaps also he was hampered 
by being socially neither one thing nor the other—not purely working class, yet not 
of the respectable bourgeoisie, more a denizen of the ill-defined lower middle class. 
He finally won the seat of East Melbourne unopposed in 1861 and shortly after 
shifted to Collingwood, only to lose it four years later. After a further promiscuous 
series of candidatures, Geelong West finally provided a secure base from 1868. 
He also owned local newspapers, with mixed success.

‘Amatory indiscretions outside the bonds of marriage’ (p.  xiii) dogged Berry’s 
political standing, and so are deemed worthy of biographical exploration. His 
nicknames included ‘Minister of Orphan Asylums’ and ‘the ladies’ Minister’ (p. 81). 
He dabbled ineffectually in female enfranchisement and was seen by Aboriginals as 
‘a comparatively benign administrator’ (p. xii), but favoured expelling all Chinese 
from Victoria. Berry’s foremost political skill was the ephemeral one of oratory, 
effective as a career starter but rarely enough to sustain success in high office. He was 
prone to employing class-based rhetoric despite his own class ambiguity, and by 
the late 1870s was combining ‘mass mobilisation, radical appeal and disciplined 
organisation’ (p. 82). Appointed by Gavin Duffy as his Treasurer in 1871 affirmed 
Berry’s rise to prominence. He appeared substantive enough for Alfred Deakin to 
admire him as a mentor—no small accolade. (But Judith Brett thought Berry less 
important to Deakin than David Syme or James Service.)

Berry was one of the first of the gold rush generation to enter public life, demonstrating 
‘that democratic institutions might be grasped and deployed by the humbly born’ 
(p. xii), yet does not appear to have been the first such Victorian premier—Richard 
Heales, premier 1860–61, had been a labourer and coach-builder. Berry’s brief first 
premiership in 1875 only confirmed his conviction that the political system was 
stacked against him. He won a comfortable majority two years later, and interpreted 
the Legislative Council’s subsequent acceptance of a land tax as a mere strategic 
concession that amounted to ‘government by conspiracy’ (p.  24). The complex 
events that followed have long been dubbed ‘Black Wednesday’ and often reprised, 
albeit in less detail than by Scalmer. In short, Berry took on the council again by 
‘tacking’ renewal of the payment of members onto an estimates bill that the council 
could only reject or approve in its entirety, not amend. Its consequent rejection led to 
the announcement on Wednesday 9 January 1878 of the summary dismissal of large 
numbers of public servants, county court judges, coroners and police magistrates.
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Bartlett in his Australian Dictionary of Biography (ADB) entry on Berry neatly 
summarises the public reaction as ‘political passion, frenzied agitation and even 
occasional mob violence’.6 Opponents raised the spectre of ‘Berryism’, while 
‘several leading radicals … including Berry himself, spoke of it publicly as revenge 
upon the council through their friends’.7 A compromise in April led to the passing 
of a  separate bill for the payment of members, and most sacked officials were 
reinstated. Berry then introduced a bill to reform the council, which it duly rejected. 
A Berry-led delegation to London seeking imperial intervention achieved little. The 
reform bill eventually passed in 1881 incorporating compromises with the council 
on property qualifications for voting and membership. Berry, Scalmer notes, had 
turned negotiator and ‘discovered the limits of parliamentary radicalism’ (p. 227).

According to Deakin in his posthumously published The Crisis in Victorian Politics, 
1879–81, Berry feared that his own modest reform bill would merely consolidate the 
council’s long-term position.8 He was probably right, for it avoided universal adult 
suffrage until 1950. (Scalmer, incidentally, is critical of Deakin for overstressing 
personalities, including himself.) Histories of that other renowned instance of the 
effective blocking of supply, by the Senate in 1975, rarely refer to Black Wednesday; 
one of the few is Wayne Reynolds’s chapter in Great Mistakes in Australian History.9 
There is little exploration by Scalmer of Berry’s opponents in the council, who 
remain largely shadowy ‘conservatives’; for this, try Margaret Kiddle’s classic Men of 
Yesterday on the squattocracy of the Western District.10

The ‘radical’ moniker has long been applied to Berry. Serle thought that bar Black 
Wednesday, Berry’s ‘radicalism was moderate’;11 Deakin even considered him the 
‘most conservative’ member of his own 1877–80 ministry.12 Radical union leaders 
were increasingly dissatisfied after he formed an alliance with the conservative 
Premier Service in 1883. Berry accepted a knighthood when Victorian agent-general 
in London. Late in his career, as treasurer during the 1890s slump and then speaker, 
the jeers included ‘Go back to Toorak’.

Berry’s other great causes included the protection of local industry, the eight-hour 
movement, the extension of state-owned railways, and (intriguingly) wider access to 
university education. Scalmer notes that while Berry was a convert to protectionism 
rather than its founder in Victoria, he was the first to extend its advocacy from the 

6  Geoff Bartlett, ‘Berry, Sir Graham (1822–1904)’, in Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 3 (Carlton, Vic.: 
Melbourne University Press, 1969), 154.
7  Bartlett, ‘Berry, Sir Graham (1822–1904)’, 153.
8  Alfred Deakin, The Crisis in Victorian Politics, 1879–1881 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1957).
9  Wayne Reynolds, ‘(Mis)adventures in Brinkmanship: Whitlam and the Governor-General’, in The Great Mistakes 
of Australian History, ed. Martin Crotty and David Andrew Roberts (Sydney: UNSW Press, 2006), 203–18.
10  Margaret Kiddle, Men of Yesterday: A Social History of the Western District of Victoria 1834–1890 (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press, 1983). 
11  Serle, The Rush to Be Rich, 20.
12  Deakin, The Crisis in Victorian Politics, 20.
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countryside to Melbourne, and even sortied into New South Wales as a national 
campaigner. Berry’s final notable political fling was as a delegate to the constitutional 
conventions that led to Federation. Scalmer puts in an intriguing but ambitious bid 
for Berry’s significance here as equalling that of Deakin by his having promoted 
protection as ‘a national policy that linked nation, race, and political economy’ 
(p. 245). He attributes Berry’s usual absence from accounts of Federation to their 
concentration on drafting of the Constitution.

This book’s foremost point of interest is Berry’s commitment to the National Reform 
and Protection League (NRPL), and consequent place in the evolution of party 
politics. Raymond Wright, historian of the Victorian Parliament, described Berry 
in his second government as imposing ‘a close approximation of party discipline’.13 
Scalmer sees Berry as ‘an organiser’ of Australia’s ‘first mass political party’ (p. xi), 
which ‘bears comparison with the successes of any of the most celebrated of 
nineteenth-century statesmen’ (p. 112). The NRPL has long had major claims made 
for it. Serle thought it ‘virtually a political party’.14 Bartlett also noted its party-like 
nature, stating in the ADB that it became ‘an electoral and agitational organization 
such as had been only briefly foreshadowed before’.15 Berry did not found the NRPL 
but, as with protection, Scalmer emphasises how he adopted it as a personal political 
vehicle. Reformers, Berry declared, needed to ‘oppose organization to organization’ 
in battling the council and countering Catholic political influence (p. 54). It was 
Berry who in 1876 became a leader and office holder of the National Reform League, 
and tried to recast it as a mass political party by brokering an amalgamation with 
the Victorian Protection League to form the NRPL. But the NRPL seems to have 
existed mainly for the purpose of constitutional reform. It was effectively disbanded 
in the wake of the compromise with the Legislative Council and, according to 
Bartlett, largely forgotten.

The NRPL was not the first such quasi-political party in early Victoria, for Scalmer 
notes a Liberal Reform Association formed in 1865 that resembled a party machine 
by drafting candidates and adopting a platform. After the NRPL there was by 
a  Progressive Political League, and Serle mentions a National Liberal League 
founded in 1886 by former NRPL activists. Berry is rightly seen as being important 
as a pioneer of mass organisation in Australia, but it seems less clear to what extent 
the NRPL occupies a foundational role in a continuous chain of development 
towards viable political parties, or whether any lingering memories made it an 
exemplar. Little is said about developments in other Australian colonies, beyond 
Berry’s appeals for a common tariff.

13  Raymond Wright, A People’s Counsel: A History of the Parliament of Victoria, 1856–1990 (South Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1992), 84.
14  Serle, The Rush to Be Rich, 8.
15  Bartlett, ‘Berry, Sir Graham (1822–1904)’, 153.
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To your reviewer, Berry does not appear a master politician. His less than genteel 
background was more obstacle than absolute barrier when set against his having 
thrice held the premiership for a total of nearly four years in office. Deakin reads like 
a one-man Greek chorus by describing Berry as ‘more far-sighted and resourceful 
than his fellows’, yet also ‘self-indulgent, vain, governed largely by personal 
attachments’.16 Bartlett thought him limited by ‘lack of originality’.17 Berry seems to 
have unduly relied on sheer determination and his ability as a public speaker, rather 
than the steady consolidation of broad support. Ready faith in the people can, and 
did, lead to disappointment. Berry’s loud divisiveness might indeed have hampered 
the reform process.

A full-length study of Berry was well overdue. Scalmer continues a welcome trend 
of using biography to illuminate wider historical issues, much as I would have liked 
more on the NRPL and its legacy. A trend is emerging among historians to reach 
beyond their habitual domain of the past to cast political biography in the role of 
providing lessons for the political here and now. Hence Scalmer sees Berry’s life as a 
way of understanding power in a democracy that can ‘provide resources for our own 
democratic renewal’ (p. xii). Exactly how it is to be attained is (probably rightly) 
largely left for the reader to determine.

This book is also infused with a winsome sense of excitement that sometimes 
approaches floridity. The word ‘sincerity’ is much used, never an easy concept to 
verify in politics. Despite enthusiastic wordiness, it is mostly a rewarding read. It is 
also a nicely produced physical product—a lesson to some other academic publishers, 
the lack of a bibliography notwithstanding. As with Colebatch on Hamer, this book 
marks a further step up in biographical studies of Victorian premiers.

16  Deakin, The Crisis in Victorian Politics, 14.
17  Bartlett, ‘Berry, Sir Graham (1822–1904)’, 151.
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